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ABSTRACT
Steering towards the High Road: A Study of Human
Resource Management in Two Indian Garment Factories
What are the performance benefits of investing in human resources in a low-cost labor
environment where returns to such investment are widely perceived as negligible? This paper
presents a matched pair case study on the performance effect of human resource
management systems at two garment factories manufacturing for export in India. They make
the same product for the same buyer with the same local pool of labor. One factory views its
workforce as a variable cost to be minimized, limits training, prefers strict hierarchy and job
definitions. It relies on a range of factors including the offer of overtime and a lack of available
alternatives to workers for retention. The other factory, which is located almost next door and
pays the same basic wage, focuses on skills development, opportunities for promotion and
encouraging employee participation. Employee turnover at the first factory is almost three
times greater than that of the second, its absenteeism one third higher, while its product
quality is 2.6 times lower and its production efficiency over 28 percent lower. This study
demonstrates that even in a low-wage environment, HRM and work organization have a
tangible and independent impact on performance.
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facilities. ,espite this arms1length relationship, the buyers have seen their brand image
dented and profits ;eopardi<ed by allegations of poor working conditions at these overseas
manufacturing plants. They have responded with a multitude of @corporate codes of conduct’
supported by top1down monitoring to ensure compliance. The buyers may have little direct or
legal influence over conditions on the factory floor, but they do wield considerable leverage
and can use the threat of discontinuing orders to encourage their suppliers to comply with
certain standards in working conditions.
Bet the present system of compliance, driven by buyers from a distance, is
increasingly seen as fundamentally flawed and unsustainable (Bank1EFrgensen 2003, Iocke
et al 2007, O’Lourke 2003). The plethora of buyers’ codes is generating frustration and
confusion among suppliers (Freeman 1998, RIO 1998, Sarley 1998) and many factory
managers are simply becoming more adept at covering up abuses. The local manufacturers
meanwhile, which operate in a low1margin industry and an environment where labor is
typically plentiful and employee turnover is high, have historically seen little reason to invest
in training or even providing basic health services for their workers. Rn this context
investment in human resources is usually perceived as a cost with few associated benefits.
Uhy, they argue, should they seek to change their primary competitive advantageV the supply
of low1cost laborW There is no consensus on what the benefits to improved working
conditions might be from their perspective.
This drive to improve working conditions is taking place in an increasingly
competitive environment. Xany of the apparel buyers, spurred on by the official end of the
Yuota system of the Xulti1fiber Agreement (XFA) in Eanuary 2005 have been pushing their
suppliers, not ;ust on price, but also for smaller production runs, shorter lead times, and more
inventory kept at point of manufacture. This is supposed to be achieved by the supplier while
maintaining, if not increasing, product Yuality and raising labor standards.
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The challenge is to find the most effective tools for resolving the apparently
conflicting demands of production and welfare. Following the relatively blunt instrument of
codes of conduct and compliance operations some of the most forward thinking global brands
are beginning to look for other, more sustainable ways to meet their need for a competitively
priced, quality product, delivered on time and manufactured in humane conditions. Focus is
being put on the need for buyers to deliver different kinds of technical assistance (Ansett
2007C Locke and Romis 200F). There is a move to engage suppliers ‘beyond compliance’, to
encourage them, among other things, to improve the human resources function at their firms.
This is seen as having the benefit of on the one hand addressing social compliance issues
such as employment relations and overtime and on the other improving suppliers’
productivity, thereby encouraging the adoption of new practices. The problem is there is little
empirical evidence on what the most effective JRM practices might be in a low-wage
environment.
The fieldwork for this study took place in India over 19 months, beginning in
February 200P. Interviews were conducted with factory owners, managers, supervisors, QRO
representatives, independent auditors, industrial engineers, union leaders and the global
brands sourcing from these factories. 17 months’ worth of data on performance were
collected from each factory. In addition to the interviews at these two factories, around 200
further interviews were conducted as part of a wider study examining the effect of JRM on
performance and for which panel data were collected from over P0 factories in Bangalore and
Vhennai, Indiai. The results of this work can be seen in Lake (2007).
This paper seeks to find out what the returns to investing in JRM are, in terms of
factory production efficiency, in a developing country context. It does not directly examine
the factors that lead certain factories to adopt particular practices and others not. Qor does it
try to answer the wider question about the impact of JRM on firm profitability or
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competitiveness. .ata were unfortunately not available to answer the latter question;
although as the quality and volume of data gathering improves in this region and as the
companies themselves begin to see the benefit of sharing more information such an
investigation may be possible in the near future.
TH> IN.IAN GARM>NT IN.EFTRG
The productivity of India’s garment industry is notoriously poor in relation to its
global peers. >xporting garment manufacturers in India today achieve only 3K percent of the
productivity levels of their EF peers (McMinsey 2004) and labor productivity in particular is
very low in India even when compared with its Asian competitors (ILO 2003, ENCTA.
200K). This disparity can be partially attributed to the highly protectionist and ‘welfareorientated’ regime following Independence in 1947. The government saw the apparel and
textile industry as a vehicle to harness India’s vast cotton and labor resources and allocated
the sector the role of ‘labor absorber’. In order to ‘protect’ the workforce apparel firms were
forced to remain small-scale. To avoid sources of conflict that might undermine economic
development the regime also strictly regulated many aspects of industrial relations including
health and safety, leave, layoffs and dismissals. Firms were prevented from closing and the
government stepped to bankroll a business if it was no longer viable.
Much of the restrictive labor laws remain in place today allowing Indian apparel firms
limited scope to respond to market forces. The Indian garment industry consequently
developed an expertise in small volume, high fashion goods that were orientated towards the
smaller >uropean markets and later select EF buyers. But it was these countries that
instituted the most stringent textile and garment quota systems to protect their markets in
1970s, further constraining the growth of the Indian garment industry and any potential
efficiency gains. Chinese apparel manufacturers by contrast orientated themselves early on
towards ]apan and other Asian countries and did not face these constraints.
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The end of the MFA in 2005 was cited as being the ideal opportunity for the Indian
apparel industry to reali=e its potential to gain around 14 percent global market share of
garment manufacturing, but this was contingent on investments in a number of areas, not
least human capital. The shift in the labor profile of garment manufacturing presents the
industry with its main challenge, and opportunity. In the 19F0s many garment manufacturers
started to move production from northern India and Mumbai, where it was the preserve of
highly skilled male ‘tailors’, to the South where work is performed by unskilled female
machine ‘operators’. This shift was made in part to get away from the sites of the ‘old
industrial relations’ where labor costs were rising and strikes were increasingly frequent
(Tewari 2005). The move created a fundamental change in the nature of work organi=ation
from a cottage industry of craftsmen to mass production. It also brought with it a tradeoff in
terms of HR investment costs; from higher wages in the north, to recruitment and training
costs of the ‘unskilled’ workforce in the south.
Having moved from being a small-scale, high skill, high quality business mainly in
the North to a large-scale, low-skill and lower-quality business further south, the garment
business now faces a challenge. If the industry wants to meet buyers’ specifications and move
up the product value-added chain, it has to maintain the benefits of large scale while
producing higher quality products. Yet there is little understanding on how to manage these
two characteristics simultaneously.
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND YERFORMANCE
As human capital has come to be seen as a strategic resource to be maximi=ed, rather
than purely a cost to be minimi=ed, attention has focused on trying to measure the benefit it
contributes to an organi=ation. Research in this area has centered on so-called ‘high
performance work systems’ (HY[S), what their components should be and what
performance effect can be expected.
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A number of empirical studies have been conducted which help to establish a link
between HPWS and a range of performance variables. Some studies are industry-specific,
making comparison between manufacturers easier due to the similar production processes.
These include studies on the machine tool industry (Celley 199"), integrated steel mills
(Ichniowski, Shaw and Prennushi, 199H), automobile assembly (MacDuffie, 1995) and
textiles (Mailey 199N). In the US garment industry a number of studies demonstrate the
productivity gains of shifting from traditional piece-rate to teamwork (Hamilton et al 200N)
or modular production, which incorporates teamwork, cross-training and Rob rotation (Merg et
al. 199"; Dunlop and Weil 199"). All these intra-industry studies find that the adoption of
‘advanced’ HRM practices such as selective recruitment practices for lower end Robs, cross
training and Rob rotation, team building, decentralization of decision-making, worker
participation and incentive pay results in higher performance than more ‘traditional’
practices, which are based on Fordist principles involving strict work rules, narrow Rob
definitions and hourly pay with close supervision. Other cross sectional studies use more
nationally representative samples of firms and also find a correlation between workplace
practices and productivityZ Metcherman (199H), Mlack and [ynch (2001, 2004), Huselid
(1995), Huselid and Mecker (199") and Delaney and Huselid (199").
Mut it is not Rust what practices are implemented, but how they implemented and in
what combination that matters. Mlack and [ynch (2001) and Osterman (1994) show that it is
the method of implementation that is required for a performance effect, for example the
extent to which new training methods are diffused. In addition, many of the studies on the
topic of HPWS reveal that rather than marginal changes in individual work practices being
sufficient for a tangible productivity effect a synergy is required between HRM practices,
making their collective effect greater than the sum of their individual parts (Milgrom and
Roberts 1995). For example, the introduction of teams also requires new methods of Rob
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analysis, assessment, recruitment and socialization activities (Klimoski and 7ukin 199:) or
the use of group-based incentive pay requires selective recruiting for workers with ‘team
spirit’, creating a norm or a culture of ‘high effort’ and maintained through peer pressure and
engaging in extensive meetings in order to overcome the free rider problem (Kandel and
Lazear 1992). Although there is no agreement in the studies as to the necessary ‘standard’
bundle of practices required for a performance effect, common to almost all are higher levels
of employee involvement and communication; increased and targeted training, and more
sophisticated performance management tools. This paper therefore investigates these areas at
the two Indian plants under observation to see how the practices have been implemented,
how the elements of the system work together, and most importantly to test what effect the
alternative HRM systems have on factory performance.
The main contribution of this study is test the performance effect of HRM in a
previously undocumented context. To date very little empirical work has been done on the
performance effect of HRM outside the Western, industrialized world. A few of the
exceptions include the MIT group that extended its work on auto assembly plants from the
United States, Tapan, Australia and Korea to include Mexico and Brazil (MacDuffie 1995;
Kochan et al 1997), plus the work of Huang (2000) and Min and Tsang (1990) on the
Taiwanese and Yhinese auto industries respectively. Shaiken (1994) has also examined skill
formation and labor productivity in the T[ as well as auto manufacturing industries in
Mexico. Although these handful of studies were conducted in different countries they
establish many of the same HRM-performance links and effects as those conducted in the US
and \urope. However, they are all based on evidence collected in high-technology ‘leading
industries’ such as electronics or automobiles; higher value, higher skilled and more capital
intensive, than the low-wage, low skill and labor intensive garment industry. It is particularly
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in these types of low-skill, labor-intensive industries in developing countries that the
assumption concerning the negligible impact of human capital investment prevails.
A handful of case studies have been done on the garment industry in the developing
world, but they do not directly investigate how HRM affects factory performance in terms of
production efficiency or productivity. Locke and Romis (200D) present an interesting case
study of the Mexican garment industry, examining how HRM and knowledge transfer from
brands impact labour standards and working conditions at two factories very differently, and
the implications this has for corporate codes of conduct. Tewari (1999) provides another case
study from the Indian garment industry, which shows how the Ludhiana knitwear cluster
responded to negative economic shocks in part by adopting changes in work organization.
ALTERMATIVE AOORPACHES TP MAMASIMS A WPRKVPRCE
This paper presents a natural experiment on the impact of HRM on factory
performance. Two factories in the same region, with the same customers, same product, same
labor market and even paying the same base salaries have vastly different outcomes in terms
of turnover, absenteeism, product quality and production efficiency. The main difference
between them is their alternative approach to managing their workforce. Pne factory, XOlant
BZ, B for traditional or XBasicZ HRM, views its workforce as a variable cost to be minimized,
observes strict hierarchy and control and substitutes capital for labor where possible. It relies
on a range of factors including the offer of overtime and a lack of available alternatives to
workers for its retention policy. The other factory XOlant AZ, A for innovating and
XAdvancedZ HRM, which pays the same basic wage as Olant B, focuses on developing the
skills of its workforce and offering opportunities for progression. It concentrates on building
a strong company culture, sharing information with its workers and treating them with
respect. By comparing these two factories, this paper explains how HRM and work
organization has a tangible and independent effect on production efficiency.
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FACTOR) BACKGRO-N/
The two factories Plant A and Plant B are almost identical in the variables that are
widely believed to be the main determinants of plant-level production efficiency. They are
situated almost opposite each other in an industrial zone on the northwest outskirts of
Bangalore. The )eshwanthpur Estate is one of the largest industrial zones in India and
contains a high concentration of garment manufacturers. Both establishments compete for
labor with at least five other garment factories situated within half a kilometer of their
premises and hundreds more within a L-10 km radius. Not only are the two factories in the
same place, they are also roughly the same size, employing around 2000 workers each and
were established within a year or two of each other during the mid-1990s boom in garment
outsourcing to India. /ue to their age and because they both offer roughly the same range of
services and product mix to the same buyers, the type and age of the capital stock at the two
plants is also very similarii. The only difference between them in this respect is that Plant B
has substituted capital for labor where possible by investing more in labor-saving high-tech
equipment in its cutting department and some Sspecial purposeT machines in order to expand
its product range. But this special equipment is used by a tiny fraction of its workforce. The
machinery used by the bulk of assemblyUline workers on the production floor at both
establishments is almost identical. For their production set-up both factories have moved
from the StraditionalT progressive bundle system (PBS) arrangement to a type of unautomated unit production system (-PS)Y an overhead chain mechanism moving single
pieces of a garment between work stations along the production line.
Their product is similar in terms of complexityY both factories make garments with on
average 80-90 operations per style. Both use imported man-made fiber materials which puts
them at the higher end of the spectrum of Indian apparel manufacturers in terms of product
value-added and machinery. /ue to the similar product complexity, SadvancedT materials and
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machinery- both factories re3uire similarly ‘hi7her’ s9illed wor9ers for their production=
Their close proximity to each other and product mix therefore mean that the two factories are
li9ely- all else bein7 e3ual- to be competin7 directly for wor9ers from the same local pool of
labor=
Both establishments manufacture only for the export mar9et and exclusively for BS
brands- one of which they share: WorldSport= This similar customer base means they face an
identical competitive environment and the same product and process standards set by this
buyer= WorldSport has been sourcin7 from these two factories- and other factories at each
firm- for more than 1# years= Both factories are ‘preferred’ vendors for WorldSport= As such
they receive more attention- support and technical assistance from this brand compared to
other ordinary or nonG‘preferred’ vendors= The factories close proximity to each other and the
hour’s drive from the WorldSport sourcin7 office allow for re7ular visits from the BS buyer’s
staff- offerin7 the opportunity for extensive 9nowled7e transfer on HR and other issues= The
similarities between the two contractors are summariJed in Table 1 below:
Table 1( Similarities between the Two Contractorsiii
Plant A

Plant B

8ocation

Keshwanthpur Lndustrial
Mstate- Ban7alore

Keshwanthpur Lndustrial
Mstate- Ban7alore

Product

Nac9ets and trousers

Nac9ets and trousers

1O## G PO##

1O## G PO##

Capital investment

QediumGHi7h

QediumGHi7h

Production system

BPS SSwitchGtrac9T

BPS SSwitchGtrac9T

@olume for export

1##U

1##U

Relationship with
CorldSport

V 1# years

V 1# years

‘Preferred vendor’

Kes

Kes

Number of
employees

1#

#lant ( an) #lant * )+ ,a-e /+0e )122eren4e/ 5et6een t,e07 (8t t,e/e )122eren4e/9
6,14, are 0a1nl: 1n t,e1r re/;e4t1-e <net6+r=/>9 /,+8l) a//1/t #lant (>/ 4+0;arat1-e
;er2+r0an4e 1n relat1+n t+ #lant *>/9 58t 1n 2a4t t,e +;;+/1te 1/ tr8e7
?,ere are a n805er +2 2a4t+r/ 6,14, 1n)14ate t,at #lant ( 4an +22er 0+re t,an #lant *
t+ @+rl)A;+rt9 t,ere5: /trenBt,en1nB 1t/ 48/t+0erC/8;;l1er relat1+n/,1; an) 1n4rea/1nB t,e
4,an4e +2 =n+6le)Be tran/2er +n DEF an) te4,n14al a//1/tan4e 2r+0 @+rl)A;+rt7 #lant ( 1/
;art +2 a larBer an) 0+re -ert14all: 1nteBrate) 21r0 t,an #lant *7 Gt/ /1He +22er/ 5ene21t/ 2r+0
e4+n+01e/ +2 /4ale 1n ter0/ +2 ;8r4,a/1nB 1n;8t/ t,at 1t 4+8l) ;a// +nt+ 1t/ 48/t+0er/ t,r+8B,
l+6er ;r14e/7 Gt/ /4ale al/+ B1-e/ t,e 21r0 0+re le-eraBe 61t, 58:er/ 5e4a8/e 0an: +2 1t/
4+0;et1t+r/ 4ann+t +22er eI81-alent ;r+)84t1+n -+l80e/ an) ;r+)84t ranBe7 #lant ( ,a/ t,e
28ll 4+0;le0ent +2 Bar0ent ;r+4e//1nB 2a41l1t1e/ at 1t/ )1/;+/al an) t,e 21r0 ,a/ e-en
1nteBrate) 5a4=6ar)/ 1n +r)er t+ ;r+)84e 0an: +2 t,e 1n;8t/ reI81re) 2+r Bar0ent
0an82a4t8r1nB7 Gt 1/ a Ben81nel: <28llC;a4=aBe> /8;;l1er an) ,a/ 0+re 4+ntr+l +-er t,e ent1re
;r+)84t1+n ;r+4e// t,an #lant *9 6,14, /,+8l)9 1n t,e+r: an) all el/e 5e1nB eI8al9 5++/t 1t/
;r+)84t1+n e22141en4:7 J+r exa0;le9 2a5r14/ are le// l1=el: t+ 5e late 6,14, ,+l)/ 8;
;r+)84t1+n9 ;l8/ t,e: ,a-e 0+re 4+ntr+l +-er t,e I8al1t: +2 t,e/e 1n;8t/9 re)841nB t,e 4,an4e
+2 )e2e4t/7
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Table ': )omparison of Outcome Measures between the Two )ontractors
Plant A

Plant B

;<=

;<=

3$%3

1&$&3

Proportion of workforce hired
during past 12 months

1'

'&

Average monthly absenteeism

3$(%

'$&3

Average monthly alteration rate

2$%*

($*3

Average monthly production
efficiencyF

(($1+

,&$12

Average monthly employee turnover

The efficiency rates displayed here are not directly comparable because targets are set differently at the two
contractors$ Plant ADs standards (production targets) are set higher than Plant BDs so the fact that Plant A is
able to achieve a higher average rate than Plant B is even more impressive$ This is eIplained in more detail
below$

One of the most startling results revealed in Table 3 aboveK is the large difference in
employee turnover of the two establishments$ Plant B has almost three times the average
monthly turnover of Plant AK despite the two vendors being situated so close to each otherK
drawing from the same pool of similarly skilled workers and paying the same basic wage$
Figure 1 belowK charts employee turnover for the two contractors over the length of the study
period$
Figure 1: )omparison of Hmployee Turnover at Plant A and Plant B
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$%e t(o establis%ments follo( roug%l5 t%e same seasonal flu6tuations7 t%e differen6e
is simpl5 in degree: Attrition is one of t%e biggest problems fa6ing t%is industr5: =>? per6ent
turno@er a mont% is 6ommon and is a %uge disin6enti@e to in@est in AB for man5 firms: Plant
BEs attrition is parti6ularl5 6on6erning be6ause it is dri@en b5 longer ser@ing (orFers7 not Gust
5oung7 ineHperien6ed (orFers (%o arri@e and lea@e (it%in a 6ouple of mont%s: Inl5 %alf of
Plant BEs (orFfor6e %ad (orFed at t%e fa6tor5 for more t%an a 5ear in Jul5 2LLM7 as
6ompared to ?M per6ent at Plant A:
NorFers at Plant B are also absent more often t%an at neig%boring Plant A7 as s%o(n
belo( in Figure 2: Pan5 of t%e peaFs and troug%s are again di6tated b5 %olida5 periods (%en
(orFers spend time (it% famil5 or return to rural areas to marr5 or for t%e %ar@est:
Absenteeism is often attributed in t%is 6onteHt to illness and ma5 refle6t t%e state of (orFing
6onditions and general %ealt% pro@isions at t%e fa6tor5i@: Aig%er rates of absenteeism at Plant
B lo(er effi6ien65 as temporar5 repla6ements %a@e to be found for t%e absentee (orFers
dela5ing t%e start of produ6tion on t%e assembl5 lines and disrupting (orFflo(:
Figure 2) *omparison of Absenteeism at Plant A and Plant B
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Plant B*s ,ig, le0els of emplo5ee turno0er and a9senteeism are mat:,ed 95 an
e;uall5 poor re:ord on operator<:aused defe:ts =alteration rate>? as s,o@n 9elo@ in Figure 3C
!"gure'()'*+,-ar"/+0'+1'2lterat"+0'5ate/'at'6la0t'2'a07'6la0t'8'

Plant B ,as an a0erage mont,l5 alteration rate almost t,ree times t,at of Plant AC E,e
alteration rate is t,e num9er of garment pie:es per ,undred t,at ,a0e defe:ts and need to 9e
re@orFedC Alteration rates are a large :ontri9utor5 fa:tor to o0erall produ:tion effi:ien:5C
Gig, defe:t rates are an indi:ator of poor la9or ;ualit5? insuffi:ient training and are linFed to
retention rates as ne@ ,ires taFe time to learn unfamiliar produ:t st5lesC
E,ere are man5 different Finds of produ:tion effi:ien:5 to measure in an5
manufa:turing en0ironmentC E,e parti:ular produ:tion effi:ien:5 sele:ted for t,is stud5 is t,e
ratio of target num9er of pie:es produ:ed to t,e actual num9er of pie:es produ:ed in an H<
,our da5C Based on t,e data su9mitted 95 t,ese t@o fa:tories? Plant A ,as on a0erage IH
per:ent ,ig,er produ:tion effi:ien:5 t,an Plant B? as s,o@n in Figure J 9elo@C
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$t s'ould ,e noted t'at alt'oug' it is possi,le to distinguis' c'anges in performance
o7er time at eac' factory in response to specific e7ents suc' as c'anges in t'e 9:; system<
it is 'arder to ma=e a fair comparison of efficiency rates ,et>een t'ese t>o factories ,ecause
t'ey set targets differently? Plant A uses an international industry standard called BClo,al
De>ing EataF GCDEH to calculate its production targets t'at allo>s it to ,enc'mar= its o>n
performance o,Iecti7ely o7er time and >it' ot'er plants? Plant B sets its targets ,ased on t'e
Iudgment of t'e Production ;anager and 'is eKperience of t'e num,er of pieces per 'our t'at
it should ,e possi,le to produce for a particular style at 'is factory? Leedless to say t'e
Binternational standardF used ,y Plant A is set 'ig'er t'an t'e BstandardF used at Plant B? M'is
>as tested informally ,y as=ing eac' Production ;anager to estimate t'e num,er of pieces
per 'our t'at a line at t'eir respecti7e plants could produce for t'e same garment? M'e fact
t'at Plant A eKceeds Plant BFs production efficiency e7en >'en t'e standard it sets is 'ig'er<
ma=es Plant AFs performance e7en more impressi7e?
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CO&'()*+O, O- WO)/ O)0(,*1(2*O, (,3 4)& +5+26&+
'7ant ( and '7ant < are simi7ar in manB of tEe FaBs tEat FoG7d 7ead one to eHpect
tEem to EaKe simi7ar performance oGtcomes and Bet tEis is not tEe caseL as sEoFn aMoKeN 2Ee
eHp7anatorB KariaM7e for tEe caGse of tEis disparitB is 4)& and Fork organizationN ,GmeroGs
factorB Kisits and detai7ed interKieFs reKea7ed tEat tEe tFo estaM7isEments do indeed take KerB
different approacEes to managing tEeir respectiKe ForkforcesN 2Ee fo77oFing section detai7s
tEese differences from recrGitment preferences and training tecEniRGes to performance
management and ScommGnicationT metEodsL and 7ooks at EoF tEese factors affect
performanceN
!orkforce )omposition and 2rganization
(s is tBpica7 in tEe g7oMa7 garment indGstrB tEe Forkforce at tEese tFo factories is
oKer UV percent fema7eL FitE men occGpBing a7most a77 tEe senior ro7esN 2Ee emp7oBee
registers of '7ants ( and < reKea7 tEat '7ant < Eas a s7igEt7B more tecEnica77B ski77ed
Forkforce tEan its neigEMor WiNeN a EigEer ratio of S(XgradeT macEine operatorsYK and Bet tEe
p7antTs RGa7itB and prodGction efficiencB are 7oFer tEan '7ant (TsL FEicE sGggests tEat factors
otEer tEan tEe recorded starting ski77 7eKe7sL iNeN EoF tEe Forkers are actGa77B managed onX
siteL p7aBs a more critica7 ro7e in determining performanceN
2Ee aKerage age of prodGction Forkers at '7ant < is Z[ BearsL tEree Bears BoGnger
tEan tEe aKerage at '7ant (N 2Ee disparitB is most 7ike7B dGe to '7ant (Ts EigEer retention
rate\ tEe firm prides itse7f on tEe 7ongeKitB of serKice of its ForkersN (s tEe Forkers age tEeB
are more 7ike7B to a7readB Me married and EaKe fami7ies and are tEGs 7ess 7ike7B to 7eaKe Fork
for tEese 7ifeXstage re7ated reasonsN '7ant ( does not EaKe a po7icB of Eiring o7der ForkersN
2Ee ratio of managers and sGperKisors to 7ine Forkers is EigEer at '7ant ( tEan <N
'7ant ( emp7oBs one sGperKisor for eKerB "] assemM7BX7ine Forkers on its prodGction f7oorL
FEi7e at '7ant < tEe ratio is one sGperKisor to [] ForkersN '7ant ( a7so Eas an additiona7 7ine
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and packers- recogni1ing the need for English language and counting skills in these functions
and departments9 But for all other workers at Plant B = the ma>ority = including all machine
operators- there is no minimum level of schooling reAuired- only eBperience9 Table 4 belowsummari1es the recruitment practices at the two sites9
Table 4( Comparison of Recruitment Practices at the Two Contractors
Plant A

Plant B

F days

G days

Recruit for Skill

Hes

Hes

Screen for @ducation
Supervisors(
Bperators(
Helpers(

Hes
Hes
Io

Io
Io
Hes

Average time to fill a vacancy

Performance Danagement
Plant A invests more than Plant B in carefully managing the performance of its
workers via a miB of pecuniary and non=pecuniary compensation- regular performance
appraisal- team building and other motivation techniAues9
Plant A and B both pay KLM per month NOPPP rupeesQ to medium=skilled workers NB=
gradeQ and K"OL NLPPP rupeesQ to supervisors- "F percent above the average of other
establishments surveyed in the area9 The only discernable difference between the two is in the
wage for the highly skilled cutters- which is FP percent higher at Plant A than B9
The owner of Plant A eBplained the dilemma that many of the more established
apparel manufacturers- such his firm and Plant B- are facing: SThere is a real shortage of
skilled operators in Bangalore due to new factories springing up which are poaching our
workers by paying above the market rate9 Te donUt overpay here because that would upset
the apple cart9V The head of HR at Plant A said pricing pressure from the buyers was keeping
workersU pay fiBed9 Ynstead they were focusing on investing in worker development9
"#

Workers supplement their income at both factories with on average 200-:50 rupees
per month from overtime at Plant B, and a mix of overtime and incentive pay at Plant A.
Around three quarters of the workers at Plant A receive some sort of incentive pay based on
their performance. Ehe HR department would not share details of the payment scheme but
revealed that the supplement was typically no more than 10-15 percent of basic pay.
Although these incentive payments make up a small part of total take home pay, compared
with what is typical in other countries such as Sri Janka or Khina, it may still have sufficient
psychological rewards to motivate workers to do well. Ehere is an annual competition within
Firm A to be the best performing factory out of the group manufacturing garments. At Plant
A at the end of each style run the top performing team receives a monetary award based on a
percentage of the profits for that particular purchase order. Ehe advantage is that workers are
rewarded immediately on their performance, but the lack of transparency in how the
calculations are made and the fact that the amount varies with each style because of the link
to profits, makes it quite confusing for workers. Individual workers at Plant A are judged and
rewarded based on a their attitude, years of service, productivity and quality performance.
OAttitude’ includes whether the worker arrives on time, commits any Omisbehavior’ in
addition to their absenteeism record. QWe hope to attain a balanced awareness amongst all
our employees between their rights and duties,R explained the HR chief.
Plant B reported it also used monthly and annual competitions between factories in
the group based on the criteria of Qcleanliness, staff attitude, job satisfaction and production
efficienciesR, but no financial reward was given to the workers. In 200: managers at Plant B
tried unsuccessfully to implement an incentive scheme linked to individual performance, but
because they did not simultaneously monitor for product quality, so defects rose as workers
raced to meet their volume targets. Ehey also found supervisors altering production figures to
benefit their favorite workers, upsetting others in the process. Ehe underlying problem of
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Plant B’s inability to collect accurate performance data on individuals and its management
ethos made the introduction of performance-based pay unviable.
According to law in India, workers are entitled to a health insurance and savings
scheme, child care facilities, first aid room and canteen. Plant A provides all of these, while
Plant B offers only the health insurance and savings schemes and built a first aid room
recently and only after being pressured to do so by its buyer, BorldCport and an DEO. Plant
A provides additional, non-statutory benefits for its workers including a few days of eGtra
leave per year, free transport, subsidiHed meals, counseling and health services from family
planning to eye screening, and scholarships and uniforms for workers’ children. Religious
festivals are also celebrated and gifts offered on special occasions such as weddings.
Plant A strengthens its retention rates by tying some of its benefits to the tenure of its
workers, for eGample loans are only made available to those who have been with the firm for
at least 2 years. Borkers who have been with the firm for J years or more receive annual
gifts, such as saris, watches, casseroles and flasks based on their tenure. Cuch elaborate
schemes do keep the HR department busy and add eGpense. Plant B invests in none of these
kinds of benefits apart from an attendance bonus: a one-off payment each month for full
attendance, which it raised from the industry standard 100 rupees to 200 rupees a month, in
Nuly 2005. However, this was clearly not enough to improve attendance as evidenced in
Figure 1, above.
Plant A again demonstrates its willingness to invest in its workers through its system
of performance appraisal. Indian law stipulates that firms need only review workers’
performance and pay once a year, which is what Plant B, and many other firms do. But
workers who believe their skills have improved may not want to wait till their annual review.
Many quit a factory to Soin another simply in order to have their performance reviewed on
hiring and potentially rise a skill grade and increase their monthly wage. Plant A combats this
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type of attrition by reviewing worker performance and giving them the opportunity for
promotion 7and demotion8 at the end of every style, which is typically every few weeks. This
uncommon approach places a large administrative burden on the >? department and the data
management system needs to be relatively sophisticated in order to manage the process, but it
can clearly pay dividends as evident in Plant A’s performance outcomes. The >?
‘department’ for Dirm A which manages these systems, consists of several people and is no
larger than the equivalent ‘department’ at Dirm B. Gue to the data system and approach Plant
A has a more developed internal labor market than Plant BH a quarter of the lowest grade
workers are promoted on average to higher levels, while only 1J to 15 percent typically
receive this opportunity at Plant B. Lne in five of Plant A’s most highly skilled machine
operators were promoted internally compared with only one in seven at Plant B.
Teamwork is also more encouraged at Plant A. The ‘finishing’ operations of
checking, ironing and folding the garments, have all been incorporated onto the end of each
assembly line rather than being situated in a separate ‘finishing department’, as at Plant B.
This re-ordering of production helps to develop a sense of team within the lines and
encourages competition between them. It also delivers additional efficiency gains by cutting
down on the amount of ‘traveling’ that the actual garment pieces undergo within the factory.
Both factories reported in the >?O survey that they use colored flags on individual
workstations to motivate workers and encourage better performance. Plant A uses them to
indicate any deteriorating efficiency and work quality of individual workers during the day to
their peers and supervisors. Plant B’s colored flags do not monitor change, but merely
indicate the presence of a new worker, a critical operation or a broken down machine to the
supervisor, and as such do little to encourage higher performance from workers.
Lne of Plant A’s main methods of motivating workers is to share information on their
own performance with them. Pach workstation is equipped with a small electronic panel
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displaying the operator2s production efficiency in real6time while large blackboards at the
end of each line record the team2s productivity and are also updated regularly< Photographs of
the best performing workers are displayed on notice boards in high traffic areas< All these
measures are designed to give workers a sense of pride in their work and encourage superior
performance< By contrast@ production workers at Plant B do not have easy access to
information on their own or their line2s performance< Instead data are displayed on small
wall6mounted boards at the end of the line and near the checkers table and are clearly
intended for viewing by the supervisors@ not the workers themselves< Table 5 below@ outlines
the contrasting performance management techniques of Plants A and B<
Table 5: )omparison of Performance 4anagement Techniques
Plant A

Plant B

EFG per month

EFG per month

Incentive Pay

Hes

Io

Benefits for longevity of service

Hes

Io

Teamwork

Hes

Io

Blags for productivityDquality

Hes

Io

J #6K weeks

Annual

"5L

M#L

Basic pay = machine operator

Performance appraisal
Helpers promoted

Worker Participation and )ommunication
As well as sharing data with workers@ eliciting their Nparticipation2 is seen as a critical
component of high performance work systems< Plant A and Plant B Ncommunicate2 very
differently@ not only in style but also in what information they choose to share<
The traditional Ncommunication2 tool of statutory workers2 committees on health and
safety or harassment issues hardly function at most garment factories in the region@ including
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Plant B. Plant A has tried to set up most of these committees but they involve such a small
percentage of the workforce, rarely meet and workers do not yet know how to utilize them
fully. Instead Plant A’s primary method of finding out about workers’ concerns is a biBannual
survey of just under DE percent of the workforce. Fuestions relate to working conditions
Gdrinking water, toilet breaks etcH and issues such as abuse, maternity leave and family
problems. The survey also collects feedback on supervisors’ performance from the line
workers.
At Plant B not only are the statutory committees defunct, there is no alternative
communication vehicle for the workers comparable with Plant A’s survey. In management’s
own words: “When we want to find out about anything we take the ring leaders and the meek
ones and question them. Then we get a good picture of what is going on.” When it was
pointed out that this was more about getting information from workers, rather than letting
them express themselves and their concerns, the management added: “We find out about the
workers problems through the feeding helpers. They know each of the workers and their
problems. We train them to do some of the counseling and ask them to help us identify the
women who look like they need help.” Whether this system works in practice is debatableP
the feeding helpers are typically the youngest and most inexperienced workers in the factory
whose ability to Qcounsel’ older colleagues is likely to be limited. An external NST observer
explained that since the buyers’ compliance teams had been pushing for some sort of channel
of communication for workers at Plant B there is now a system in place where between # and
5pm each day workers can go and talk to the factory managers. But given the company’s
culture, described below, it seems unlikely that this opportunity is taken up very often.
Plant A’s claim to have an open door policy for workers is more credible that Plant
B’s efforts due to the power wielded by the HR department. “The HR team at [Plant A] has
been empowered by the senior management,” explains an external compliance auditor, “Zo
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the workers do go to them when they have problems or grievances to report. This is not the
case at :Plant B=.” According to the same compliance auditor the workers at Plant B do not
bother to report any grievances to their HR department because they know that they do not
have the power to change anything. The management at Plant B concedes: “These are newly
created roles in welfare and compliance. It is only in the last 2 years that compliance has
become a big issue. We are learning.” Plant B’s management clearly sees creating the welfare
positions as part of its obligation to fulfill their buyers’ compliance regulations, rather than as
something to help them with their core operations and worker retention problems.
Information exchange between managers and workers at Plant A is richer and more frequent
than at Plant B. The higher proportion of supervisors and additional layers of management
provide more avenues for workers to express concerns, ask questions or provide feedback
directly to managers. This ratio also makes the delivery of training more intensive. Every
morning at Plant A, before the start of the shift, there is a meeting that all workers attend to
discuss production issues and goals. Plant A tries to elicit ideas from workers by having a
monthly prize for the best suggestion from a worker. In order for such a suggestion system to
work optimally Plant A has to share information with its workers, which it does. Not only are
data on performance more readily available and displayed for workers as well as supervisor
at Plant A, but workers are also given more information about their tasks. Rather than just
give workers instruction on the one operation that they are assigned to for a particular style,
as is typical in the industry, managers at Plant A tell workers about the whole garment at the
beginning of a new style. This helps them understand how their operation fits into the entire
assembly process and is aimed at encouraging higher product quality because operators
understand the consequences of their mistakes further down the line. Plant B does not involve
workers in production meetings and instructs workers only on their own operation.
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also sought external en0orsement 2ia the 456 7889:"888 ;uality stan0ar0 certification? Table
6 belowD summariEes the communications at the two sites?
Table '( )omparison of )ommunication between the Two )ontractors
Plant A

Plant B

Mo0erateGHoo0

Iow

=ata Management

Hoo0

Poor

:xternal )ertification

Kone

456 7889:"888

:mployee <oice

Training
Training is gi2en 2ery 0ifferent priority by the two contractors? Plant B allocates its
resources 0irectly to payrollD hiring worNers with existing sNillsD but 0oes not in2est in worNer
0e2elopment after this point? Plant A also almost exclusi2ely hires experience0 worNersD but
then also in2ests in training an0 worNer 0e2elopment?
4nter2iews with the owners of each firm highlight the contrasting attitu0es towar0s
training? Plant APs owner explaine0: QRe ha2e a high retention rate here because worNers
Nnow that Nnowle0ge is the most important gain? Re canPt hol0 them Sust by paying them
more moneyD we ha2e to offer learning to them an0 the opportunity to progress through
trainingT? Ue a00e0 that VGW of the worNers who ;uit the factory Qcome bacN because they
ha2e not learne0 anything anywhere elseD no one else bothers to train themT?
Plant BPs owner refers to a new offXsite Ytraining centerP which in practice is not use0
for this purpose? The hea0 of compliance for the firm conce0es: Qtraining is a new thing for
usTD a00ing that worNers often 0onPt want to be traine0 for fear of not meeting their targets in
the shortXterm Zas they slow 0own initially because they are assigne0 har0er operations[? 4f
they 0o not meet their targets worNers at Plant B ha2e to stay an0 finish after hoursD usually at
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a fraction of the legal overtime rate and often unpaid if the supervisor believes they have
been ‘la9y’ during normal work hours.
The majority of training in the apparel industry remains on-the-job (OCT). Eet the
literature suggests and the buyers believe, that additional training in a formali9ed setting can
also add value. The rise in formal training is driven by increasing product compleGity as India
moves up the value-added chain and works with new fabrics and designs, plus a simultaneous
tightening of the labor supply that is bringing in a higher proportion of ineGperienced
workers. For their part the buyers are encouraging their contractors to build training areas
away from the production floor to help workers focus on learning and to maintain quality by
keeping novices away from their garments until they have received the proper training.
Almost all training at Plant B is OTC or done ad hoc on the production floor in the few
hours or days of ‘batch setting’ when the assembly lines are being set up for the production
run of a new style. The Production Manager (PM) eGplained that less eGperienced machine
operators receive an hour or so of OTC training in the first few days of new style, but after
this training tails offO there is nothing ongoing. Only one in five production workers at Plant
B are given some sort of training during the year, in contrast to Plant A where all workers
receive some training. Training at Plant A is organi9ed into four ‘training cycles’ throughout
the year, some of which takes place in the dedicated on-site training center away from the
production floor. Plant A not only provides more hours of training which is more diffused in
the workforce, it is also delivered by the appropriate eGternal providers from PQOs to
equipment suppliers. All the training at Plant B is delivered by the supervisors. Table R
below, compares the training characteristics of the two plants.
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Table 7: Comparison of Training Characteristics between the Two Contractors
Plant A

Plant B

:ate started formal training

1###

2%%2&'

Supervisors who received
training in last 12 months

1%%(

2)(

Production workers who
received training in last 12
months

1%%(

2%(

Timing of Training

Pre-set schedule and at
batch setting

At batch setting

Location of Training

;n-site training center
and on-the-=ob

;n-the-=ob

The different approaches to training are made apparent in the different waC each
factorC handles product DualitC issuesE Plant B follows the traditional methodG placing
dedicated DualitC inspectors at different checkpoints on the assemblC lineE This approach is
IreactiveK and is an after-the-event screening processE Defects are caught bC placing dedicated
DualitC checkers MNCsP at strategic points in-lineG often after critical operationsE Qorkers are
not ItrustedK to do their own DualitC controlG rather the aim is to achieve a certain Iacceptable
DualitC level MANLPG which is the number of defects allowed per hundred garmentsG stipulated
bC the buCerE Qhen asked about DualitC methodologC at Plant B the SactorC Tanager
revealed his tokenismG lack of urgencC and seriousness towards the issueG repeating one line
like a mantra and delivered with a wink: VNualitC is not a destinationG it is a =ourneCWE
Plant A meanwhile has a more proactive and preventative approach to DualitC controlE
Xt trains all assemblC line operators to engage in their own DualitC control and trusts them to
report their own mistakesE Xt has adopted the Iget it right first timeK DualitC mantra of total
DualitC managementG which attempts to identifC defects in the garment as soon as possible
before theC get too far down the production line and waste resourcesE Xt does this using
statistical process control MSPCPG a more instantaneous and preventative performance
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monitoring approach. 0very operator at Plant A also receives a mock-up of their operation
pinned to a piece of card above their machine so that they always have a prototype to refer to.
0ach morning the supervisor analy?es the record of the previous days@ defects identifying the
operators who made mistakes and visiting them to find out what the problem is and whether
more training is reAuired. As the owner of Plant A eBplained: DWe can have the best
eAuipmentF but that is not enoughF GAualityH starts with the operator. It cannot be achieved by
monitoringF but by training.J Supervisors from Plant A say that 8# percent of their time is
spent training workersF while at Plant B they report only NO percent of their time is spent
trainingF the rest is dedicated to Pencouraging@ production. Table 8 belowF compares the
Auality systems at each factory.
Table '( Comparison of 2uality Control Systems between the Two Contractors
Plant A

Plant B

Type of 2uality Control
System

SPC

AQT

Workers who receive self-2C
training

N##U

V#U

Bn-line 2Cs and checkers Dvs.
end-line 2Cs and checkersF

#U

W#U

Both factories reported that it was easier and Auicker to train new hires than O years
ago because of workers@ higher education levels. But while Plant B said this reduced training
reAuirementF Plant A@s PX eBplained that the increasingly eBacting standards set by the
buyers more than compensated for this and that training times had in fact remained the same.
Interestingly the responses given for the Ptime to proficiency@ for certain Yobs was far higher
at Plant A than Plant B (" months versus NO days for an average B-grade operator)F which
given the former plant@s focus on training is likely to be an indication of higher standards.
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Both factories report using the promise of training as a retention tool. Plant B says it
rewards workers who do well with additional training and the chance of promotion. The data
show that it only offers the highly prized and lucrative ‘multi-skill’ training to between 6-10
percent of workers, while Plant A offers around 15 percent of its operators the chance to
upgrade and become multi-skilled ‘A+’ operators, which helps with retention. The challenge
for Plant A managers is to put in place mechanisms specifically designed for these valuable
workers so that they do not leave the establishment after gaining and building on these highly
transferable skills. Plant A’s PM does not just focus on the highest end of the skill spectrum.
He reported that he provides the least skilled operators with the opportunity to improve their
skills too and wants as few C-grade operators on his production floor as possible.
Other forms of non-technical training such as labor rights and health issues training
for workers are becoming more common in the industry. This type of training is provided by
NGOs at both Plants A and B. Plant A is generally more open to using external organizations
to meet its training requirement than Plant B, indicating a willingness to invest in the most
appropriate forms of worker training and a degree of transparency uncommon in the industry.
Many factories are wary of letting external organizations have contact with their workers for
fear of stirring unrest. Yet Plant A employs private consultants, equipment suppliers, NGOs,
industry councils, government-funded programs, and the technical colleges to provide about
20 percent of its training need. All training at Plant B is in-house.
Management training for supervisors is another innovation encouraged by the buyers,
not only to improve efficiency through better team building and motivation skills, but also to
lower the incidence of verbal and other abuse that is commonplace in the industry and a key
contributor to attrition. All of the supervisors at Plant A have received ‘supervisory skills’
training. Plant B trained ! of its supervisors at the instigation of WorldSport. Table 9, below
summarizes the contrasting level of training diffusion at the two contractors.
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Table 7: Comparison of Training 3iffusion between the Two Contractors
Plant A

Plant B

;< of workforce>

;< of workforce>

Supervisors who receive
management training

$%%%

#'%

Production workers who
receive labor rights training

$%%%

7'%

Production workers who
receive multi-skill training

$'%

)%

Management Philosophy
Many of the differences in the 89M systems at Plants A and B described aboveA
derive from the company values each espousesA and are reinforced in their respective
management stylesE Fn line with the vast maHority of garment manufacturing firms in Fndia
both factories are family ownedA yet their management style could not be more differentE
Plant AIs story is one of the owners learning to delegate and empowering a second
line of professionaliJed management classE The owner eLplains how the shift began about M
years ago: OF knew something had to change when F was still being woken up at "am with
phone calls concerning problems with a shipment that had Hust come inE My brother and F
realiJed we were becoming a bottleneckA as there was no second line of managementEQ After
some deliberation the brothers took action and went to the local fashion technology and
engineering colleges and hired R% graduatesA whom they then trained to become managers in
the businessA Suality assuranceA finishing and cutting divisionsE OFt took us " to R years to
train them how to take decisionsAQ eLplained the ownerE The main Production ManagersA who
run the assembly lines were not replaced by the more educated professional class of managerA
howeverE At the same time the brothers started developing and instituting their own standard
operating procedures (SVPs) so that less decision-making was improvisedE OYe are a very
systems driven companyE Ye generate reports for consistency and Suality and so we can
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innovate. This way we can pinpoint the cause of mistakes and address them.” Power was
consciously de-centralized and these newly hired managers were given better data
management tools in order to make more informed decisions. The owner explains: “What we
have become did not happen by accident. It took D to E years to get this management team
properly organized and the SGPs correct.”
Hommunication and knowledge exchange between departments at Plant A is more
intensive than at Plant B. Plant A has a strict reporting regime and meetings to evaluate and
discuss the results of the data generated from different parts of the company. The Keneral
Manager of MN at Plant A is, for example, much more conscious of production related
technical issues outside his own remit, than his opposite number at the MN departments of
most other establishments. The owner is still engaged with management, and personally
attends the monthly evaluation meetings. Me is also involved in the human resources side of
the business and the head of MN reports directly to him. The MN department at Plant A is
much more empowered than is the norm in the industry. According to an outside PKG
observer, Plant A’s owner, “trusts the Keneral Manager of MN, and listens to him”. This in
turn strengthens the hand of MN internally: “The workers know that the MN team is
empowered, they feel that they can go to them and that their complaints or views will be
heard and taken seriously by management.” The workers have a reliable medium to express
themselves, a key component of a well functioning MNM system.
Plant B meanwhile is still a traditional family-run firm. The children of the founder
manage the company and are grooming the next generation to follow in their footsteps. The
family has built a highly successful garment-exporting house and is in the vanguard of firms
adopting new technologies to drive Indian apparel manufacturing into the future. The owner
is respected within the industry for his business acumen but seems to be feared by those
directly in his employ. All decisions regarding production and “sensitive labor issues” still go
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directly to this one man, quite an achievement given the size of the firm. Management at
Plant B has not been empowered to make its own decisions; instead inquiries are constantly
referred to “the boss”. After numerous visits paid to four factories within this firm it is clear
that all but the most mundane management decisions are taken high up the management
chain in what is a very opaque process. It is the Fob of factory management to implement the
decisions of the “boss”, rather than to query or provide feedback. When questioned by the
author over various basic human resource initiatives at Plant B, the Hactory Manager replied,
apparently quite genuinely: “I cannot answer that, I do not know what management thinks.”
The compliance manager of the Plant B group confirmed: “Kay to day matters I handle, but
sensitive matters go up through the chain to ‘the boss’.”
Managers at Plant B are clearly under a huge amount of pressure, evident in the
arguing and raised voices from company headquarters to the manufacturing units. Nxtreme
deference to seniors is the norm and the firm appears to be run by bullying and fear. As a
matter of company policy the production managers of the factories are regularly circulated
between the different production units. The reason given is the perfectly legitimate aim to
bring in fresh ideas to each unit, but it is clear that the primary motive is to create intense
competition between the managers based on their shortPterm performance.

Qenior

management positions at the factories are often only held for one to two years and are
rewarded with frequent promotions and demotions conveyed by the prestige and size of the
units the managers are assigned to run. As one production manager remarked: “We [the
Production Managers] are like old horses ready for the knacker’s yard, if we hurt our leg, if
we make one mistake or have a bad month that’s it, we’re out.” The priority is clearly on
shortPterm results, and a discounting of the destabilizing effect on a factory of the regular
rotation of senior management.
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Company values at Plant A and Plant B are consistent with their approach to HRM.
Plant A knows how to ?talk the talk’ of concern for worker welfare as rather trite phrases trip
easily off the tongue of the Ceneral Manager of HR such as: “The most important link in the
GPlant AH chain is the ?status of the worker’”; “Korking at GPlant AH is an addiction,” and
“Ke offer an emotional connection, like the family, which maintains high worker
satisfaction”. Company values such as these and their priorities are reinforced in a daily
morning prayer with all the production staff. However, these values appear to be backed up
by action, as can be seen in the HRM practices. “Ke believe that what we are doing for the
workers is a moral obligation.” “If we exceed targets, we share the benefits with the
workforce”. The owner of Plant A says he often conducts exit interviews with employees
himself and that, “It is not the monetary benefit that keeps them here: it is the training and
respect we offer, particularly to lady workers”. He added that the firm has a ?no shouting’
rule; “They used to shout, thinking that if they instilled fear they would get good production
but our supervisors’ training has changed all that”, he explains. Plant A’s value system is
based on one of respect for the dignity of the workers, fair compensation for work done, and
a careful balance of employer’s responsibility and workers’ duties.
Plant B has a quite different approach and set of values that it communicates. In
regular discussions with managers regarding this study on HRM and work organization no
mention was ever made of the value of worker welfare. Khen management was asked about
what they wanted to see improved through training and welfare programs one
characteristically commented: “I would like to see workers attitudes change, their dedication
rising. Right now their dedication is to the clock.” The compliance and HR team at Plant B
was very concerned that any worker welfare activities might take time away from production.
As one of their managers pointed out at another meeting: “Ke are running a factory, not a
charitable institution.” Another manager confessed that, “If ?the boss’ heard that there was
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any talk of union organizing or collective bargaining going on at one of his factories he
would close it down in an instant.: ;fter a moment’s reflection, he back tracked a little and
added: @I’m not saying that he would, but he might.: This overall impression of a business
run by means of threatening and bullying behaviors pervades all levels of relations at Plant B
from the company headquarters down to the factory management, and from the factory
management to the workers themselves.
CHICLKLIHI
Plant ; and Plant B provide an example of two diametrically opposed approaches to
work organization and HRM. The effect of these different approaches has been demonstrated:
Plant B has inferior production efficiencies, its workers produce lower quality goods, half its
workforce has quit over the last year and it has a third higher absenteeism. The cause of these
different outcomes is clearQ having controlled for all the other variables that might explain
production efficiency, such as location, size and age of plant, capital investment, product and
buyer, the explanatory variable for the difference in performance is HRM and work
organization
Plant ; is by no means a paragon of virtue, like Plant B it has problems with
excessive overtime and payment of benefits in kind to disguise this. But in comparison to
Plant B, Plant ; has managed to establish a virtuous cycle with regard to its workforce. It
invests in developing good HRM systems, which leads to higher retention, which leads to
better product quality and higher production efficiencies, which allows for continued
investment in training, the provision of other benefits and the potential to pay higher wages.
Plant ; hires predominantly experienced workers but also has the capacity to train
inexperienced workers it needs to. This will become an increasingly valuable tool for the firm
as the labor market tightens and experienced workers are in shorter supply. Plant ; prides
itself on the longevity of service of its workforce and achieves this primarily by means of
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performance pay, the promise self4improvement through training and by treating its
employees with respect.
Plant B’s strategy is altogether different. ?ike its neighbor it also invests in skill but it
prefers to buy it in the market place rather than develop workers’ capacities in4house. It
expends no resources on designing a system of benefits or performance pay or in trying to
‘engage’ with its workers. Instead Plant B invests heavily in specialized machinery so that it
can offer its buyers an extensive product range. Eet the scope for human capital development
through technological upgrading is limited because these machines are used by only a tiny
fraction of its workforce. Fapital is not expended on technological improvements for the
maGority of its workforce, such as electronic production monitoring systems or the
rearrangement of the production floor to encourage teamwork. This HRM strategy has led to
lower production efficiencies when measured straight off the production line, lower product
quality, and an uncommitted workforce that exhibits high levels of turnover and absenteeism.
This leaves one with the question that if one type of HRM clearly delivers such
superior performance benefits then why don’t they all do itM Nxplaining the adoption of
advanced HRM practices by firms was not the purpose of this paper. Instead the experiment
was set up to see whether advanced systems have an impact on performance, and if so how
significant that impact is, in a context where people widely believe it makes no difference.
However, the question on uptake is one worth asking. There are a number of possible
answers. Oirstly, there is the knowledge gap: that firms simply do not know which are the
best systems to implement. Oor many of the firms visited as part of this study this may a
likely explanation. However, in the case of Plant B there is already a close relationship with
the foreign buyer whose staff advises plant management on a host of best practices. Indeed
Plant B management seemed to be familiar with many of the HR concepts, but chose not to
implement them.
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A second explanation is that both HRM models make business sense9 both firms are
very successful and it is possible that each has found its own equilibrium at opposite ends of
the HRM spectrum. Plant A has founds its own virtuous cycle and as long as Plant B Dwastes’
no money on investing in its workforce and makes up for the consequent lower production
efficiency by cost savings in other areas its overall productivity and profitability may not be
affected. It is indeed possible that Plant B could be more profitable than Plant A.
Gnfortunately measuring the overall productivity of the two factories was not possible for
this study due to a lack of data that the factories were either not willing to share or had simply
not tried to collect and calculate, even for themselves. Although Plant A trumps Plant B on
factory production efficiency, in order to account for profitability additional costs need to be
taken into account such as capital and material inputs, as well as other organizational
qualities and logistical efficiencies. Plant B’s size and position in the market place mean that
it is likely to have access to cheap capital and its vertical integration means that inputs should
also be cheap. Plant B does indeed offer much of what the buyer wants in terms of production
volume, flexibility and product mix. Jne WorldSport manager explained9 MThey can get a lot
of product under one roof. They are very versatile and can do almost any productO. It could
be argued that Plant B almost holds the brand captive because virtually no other
manufacturing firm in the city can offer the same product range and production capacity. This
may allow Plant B to get away with poorer performance when it comes to WorldSport’s code
of conduct and labor standards. The GS brand acknowledges that Plant B is Mnot open when it
comes to peopleO. While Plant A is described by WorldSport as being very Msteady and
stableO. MManagement attitude is better at Plant A and they keep pushing themselvesO, adds
another representative of the firm. WorldSport has retained both establishments as preferred
vendors and presently sees advantages in working with both firms, despite their very different
approaches to HRM (that the brand openly acknowledges). In this sense Plant B has been
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able, up to this point, to pursue the low-road in terms of HRM, when compared to its
neighbor. While workers are to some e?tent voting with their feet, with 10 percent on average
leaving every month it should be remembered that Plant B still offers higher wages and better
facilities than the maFority of other e?porters or domestic garment manufacturers in the
vicinity. Plus the opportunity to do large amounts of overtime at Plant B is likely to be lure
for many workers desperate to raise their monthly wage and in spite of the trade-off for
health and family life. These e?hausted workers have been shown to have lower production
efficiency and quality rates compared to Plant A, but the owners of Plant B can afford, due to
the other cost savings, to employ additional workers to simply to filter out product defects at
the end of the production line. Plant B may also engage in some sub-contracting and
employing laborers off the books at a lower wage.
As has been shown, the low-road in HRM may be more efficient in certain conte?ts
(Bailey and Bernhardt 1997). Perhaps Plant B can defer making the investments in HRM and
work organization that Plant A has made and still do well while there is Fust enough skilled
labor to meet its needs in the local market. But Plant BNs strategy may not be sustainable over
the long term. As the labor market tightens and as the buyersN product and process parameters
become more demanding and buyers get more vigilant at monitoring their supply chain Plant
B will likely find that it does not have the requisite tools, such as in-house training and open
management attitude, to adFust to this changing marketplace. It is going to be less and less
able to continue to ignore such investments in HRM and work organization and retain highvalue clients such as WorldSport.
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This paper is part of a larger project which examines the effects of HRM on performance. The results of the
larger study are available in Henrietta Dake, Learning to Compete: The Performance Effect of Human Resource
Management and Work Organization in the South Indian Garment Industry (Hh.D. dissertation) The Fletcher
School, Tufts University 200OP and Henrietta Dake QUnraveling HerformanceR Work %rganization and Human
Resource Management in the Indian Garment IndustryW. IXA Discussion Haper, 2007.
I would like to thank my doctoral dissertation advisers, Disa Dynch of The Fletcher School and Richard Docke
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who provided invaluable assistance and support throughout my
research.
This paper is based on field research conducted from February 2004 to August 2005 in India. The author visited
over 70 garment factories and panel data were collected from 42 of these, all based in or near two south Indian
citiesR Bangalore and Chennai. Interviews were conducted in 'nglish with factory owners, managers,
supervisors, NG% representatives, independent auditors, industrial engineers, union leaders and the global
brands sourcing from these factories. 'nglish is widely spoken in southern India. In addition to the interviews at
Hlant A and Hlant B, around 200 interviews were conducted for the wider study. Subjects were interviewed
either alone or in small groups in a meeting room away from the shop floor or off-site from the factory.
Additional documentary and statistical data were collected, analyzed, and, where necessary, clarified by
workplace managers, technicians or labor practices staff subsequently by e-mail and telephone
Representatives from the buyers, in the case of this paper, WorldSport, did not accompany the author on the
factory visits. Most of the top 10 garment exporters from Bangalore and Chennai participated in the wider study,
ensuring the sample includes many of the largest garment-exporting firms in India. Despite selecting the
‘biggest’ firms, the establishments in the sample are of sizes varying from almost 3000 workers to just 300.
Altogether the data set represents practice at establishments at firms producing around 20 to 25 percent of
Indian apparel exports (by value). Bangalore and Chennai were selected for study as opposed to other garment
centers such as Delhi or Tirupur, because a large and growing proportion of Indian garment manufacturing takes
place in this region and also because the longer production runs and more standardized product in south India
make comparison between factories fairer. Finally, there is more experimentation by managers, and hence
differentiation between factories in the practice of HRM and work organization when compared to the northern
and more traditional garment centers.

ii

Neither firm would provide a detailed breakdown on capital investment in rupee nor dollar amount at their
respective plants, but detailed information was collected on the numbers, type and age of machines in use.
iii

Detailed data on the two factories is not shown in this table in order to protect confidentiality.

iv

A study of worker health status in garment exporting factories in this area found that 75 per cent of production
workers were anemic (Joseph 2005).
v

Machine operators in the Indian garment industry are divided into roughly three skill tiers from A to C, and
including a number of sub-divisions within these categories. Unskilled workers start as ‘C-graders’, while at the
other end of the spectrum ‘multi-skilled’ workers, capable of operating multiple machines, are ‘A+’. Monthly
pay is dictated by the skill classification of the worker and follows State Government set minimum levels.
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